Strontium titanate is seeing increasing interest in fields ranging from thin-film growth to water-splitting catalysis and electronic devices. Although the surface structure and chemistry are of vital importance to many of these applications, theories about the driving forces vary widely 1,2 . We report here a solution to the 3 × 1 SrTiO 3 (110) surface structure obtained through transmission electron diffraction and direct methods, and confirmed through density functional theory calculations and scanning tunnelling microscopy images and simulations, consisting of rings of six or eight cornersharing TiO 4 tetrahedra. Further, by changing the number of tetrahedra per ring, a homologous series of n × 1 (n ≥ 2) surface reconstructions is formed. Calculations show that the lower members of the series (n ≤ 6) are thermodynamically stable and the structures agree with scanning tunnelling microscopy images. Although the surface energy of a crystal is usually thought to determine the structure and stoichiometry, we demonstrate that the opposite can occur. The n × 1 reconstructions are sufficiently close in energy for the stoichiometry in the near-surface region to determine which reconstruction is formed. Our results indicate that the rules of inorganic coordination chemistry apply to oxide surfaces, with concepts such as homologous series and intergrowths as valid at the surface as they are in the bulk.
| The surface structure of the 3 × 1 reconstruction and the top bulk layer. Surface TiO 4 tetrahedra are shown in blue, bulk TiO 6 octahedra in yellow, oxygen anions in red and strontium cations in orange. Top: a view perpendicular to the surface with the unit cell outlined in black. Bottom: a view parallel to the surface.
For the SrTiO 3 (110) surface under oxidizing conditions, several surface reconstructions have been observed, including 3 × 1, 4 × 1, 5 × 1 and 6 × 1 reconstructions 7 , which appear to be related. A reconstruction on the (110) surface is termed n × m, indicating that it has dimensions of n times the bulk unit-cell length in the [001] direction and m times the bulk unit-cell length in the [110] direction. These n × 1 (n = 3-6) reconstructions show similar features in scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM), and can evolve from one to the next, often with two being present at the same time. Other reconstructions, including 2 × 5, 3 × 4, 4 × 4, 4 × 7, 6 × 4 (ref. 8) and c(2 × 6) (ref. 9) , have been found following ultrahigh-vacuum annealing and seem to be unrelated. A number of theoretical studies have been carried out (see refs 10-13 and references therein), but with structures derived from bulk terminations that do not match the observed unit cells. As n increases, an extra TiO 4 tetrahedron is inserted into the sides of the larger ring. The newly inserted tetrahedron has coordination similar to that of the tetrahedron at the middle of the eight-member ring in the 3 × 1 structure: it corner shares with two other surface TiO 4 tetrahedra, and edge shares with a single bulk TiO 6 octahedron. For n = ∞ all TiO 4 tetrahedra are of this type.
Annealing of single-crystal (110)-oriented transmission electron microscopy samples at 950
• C yielded a diffraction pattern with streaking in the [110] direction. Increasing the temperature to 1,000
• C yielded a three-fold ordering along the [001] direction, while the streaking along the [110] direction remained. Further increasing the temperature to 1,100
• C enabled the surface to fully order, with a combination of 3 × 1 and 1 × 4 (see Supplementary  Fig. S1 ) reconstructions, as reported previously 7 . The 3 × 1 was the main phase, with the 1 × 4 present only near the step edges (as also observed by STM; ref. 7) , and only the 3×1 is analysed here.
Transmission electron diffraction is a powerful tool for solving surface structures and refining atomic positions. As only amplitudes are recorded and the phase information is lost, we use direct methods (see refs 14, 15 and references therein) to obtain plausible solutions. The structure was solved and refined in p1m1 plane group symmetry showing rings of six or eight strong scattering features (see Supplementary Fig. S2 ). These were found to be titanium atom sites, and using a combination of difference maps and least-squares refinement the oxygen sites were found. To obtain further information, including atomic positions normal to the surface, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out using the Wien2k code 16 . These confirmed that the structure was stable and of low energy, as will be discussed further below. We also simulated the STM images for this structure, which were comparable to experimental results (see later). Other structural possibilities were examined: all had significantly inferior refinement, did not match the STM images and were much higher in energy.
The surface structure ( Fig. 1 ) is composed of corner-sharing TiO 4 tetrahedra, arranged into six-and eight-member rings. The tetrahedra in the six-member rings all corner share with three other surface tetrahedra and one subsurface TiO 6 octahedron. The titanium tetrahedron in the middle of the eight-member ring, the only one that is not also part of a six-member ring, is corner sharing with two other surface tetrahedra, and edge sharing with one subsurface TiO 6 octahedron. The composition of the surface is Ti 5/3 O 13/3 2− per 1×1 unit cell, valence compensating the surface. As already mentioned, the 3 × 1 reconstruction is only one member of a series of n × 1 reconstructions. We can readily extend from the 3 × 1 to a homologous series by varying the size of the larger ring as illustrated in Fig. 2 : reducing it to six TiO 4 tetrahedra gives a 2×1 reconstruction; increasing to ten, a 4×1 reconstruction is formed. All these reconstructions are fully valence compensated with nominal surface compositions of Ti (n+2)/n O (3n+4)/n 2− per 1 × 1 unit cell for all of the n × 1 reconstructions, differing in the surface excess of TiO 2 . These structures were optimized through DFT for 2 ≤ n ≤ 6 and n = ∞, and the energetics are summarized in Fig. 3 . A convex-hull construction implies that (within theoretical shows the stable surface for a given composition. The vertical axis is the surface energy in electronvolts per 1 × 1 surface unit cell. The horizontal axis is the composition in terms of excess monolayers of TiO 2 at the surface; negative numbers indicate an excess of SrO. Error bars were estimated on the basis of the differences in energies using various functionals 20 .
error) the structures lying on the hull should appear for different surface compositions, agreeing with the experimental observations. As an independent check we simulated STM images and compared them with experimental images of 3 × 1, 4 × 1, 5 × 1 and 6 × 1 reconstructions (see Fig. 4 and Supplementary Fig. S3 ). These images and simulations correlate with one another in all major aspects. Note that the STM images indicate that layers of (for instance) 4 × 1 can occur as intergrowths in a matrix of 3 × 1, a point we shall return to later. To form a specific structure, the structure must be both thermodynamically stable and kinetically accessible. Although kinetics is beyond the scope of the present work, we can draw some conclusions with respect to the thermodynamic stability. The most important factors contributing to the stability of the surfaces in this homologous series seems to be maintaining acceptable coordination environments combined with valence compensation and increased covalence at the surface.
For the whole series, the coordination of the outermost titanium is tetrahedral. Just as SiO 2 can form an octahedral phase isostructural with rutile under pressure, it is straightforward to show through DFT calculations that tetrahedrally coordinated TiO 2 is not significantly higher in energy than rutile and would be more stable under negative pressure (see Supplementary Fig. S4 ); in fact, tetrahedral coordination has been observed on the (001) surface of TiO 2 Table S1 ), a commonly used coordination metric in the bulk, show that the more stable structures have coordination similar to that of the bulk. The bond-valence sum for the titanium is very close to that of the bulk (within 5%) for n = 3,4, slightly less for n = 2,5,6,∞ (all 8-18% less than bulk). For the surface oxygen, the bond-valence sum is nearly identical to that of the bulk for n = 2,3, and decreases as n increases, remaining close to that of the bulk (within 15%) until n = 6, but dropping drastically for n = ∞ (38% less than that of the bulk). By this metric the coordination for n = 2-6 is comparable to that of bulk SrTiO 3 , whereas that for n = ∞ is not; the DFT energetics indicate that n = ∞ is not a preferred structure.
(ref. 17). The bond-valence sums (see Supplementary
With the reduced coordination, the non-bonded repulsions between the oxygen atoms are decreased, enabling shorter and more covalent bonds. The decreased ionicity can be readily seen through the bond distances and Bader charges, in addition to bond-valence sums (see Supplementary Table S1 ). The bonds at the surface are, on the whole, slightly shorter and more covalent than in the bulk structure: for n = 3, the average Ti-O bond length for the surface structure is 1.814 Å, as compared with the 1.953 Å bulk Ti-O bond distance. The Bader charges indicate that the surface species are less charged than the bulk, with the average Bader charge for an oxygen atom in the n = 3 structure increasing from −1.18 at the surface through −1.26 at the linking O 2 layer (oxygen bonded to both surface and subsurface titanium) and −1.29 in the first subsurface SrTiO layer to ∼−1.31 in deeper layers. Similarly, the Bader charge for a titanium atom increases from 2.33 at the surface to 2.36 at the first subsurface SrTiO layer and ∼2.37 in deeper layers.
The trends across the series are straightforward: the charge is lower and the bonds are shorter at the surface, and both increase with increasing distance from the surface. The degree of this decreased charge at the surface changes only slightly from n = 2 to n = 6, but in the n = ∞ structure the charge on the surface titanium is significantly less, whereas that on the first subsurface titanium is significantly higher than those deeper in the structure. The charge on the surface oxygen is also decreased by as much as 0.2 electrons for n = 2, and as n increases this difference decreases to 0.03 electrons by n = ∞. For n = 3 to n = 6 the charge on oxygen atoms then increases gradually deeper in the structure. For n = 2 the charge on the linking O 2 layer is greater than the charge on the oxygen in the first subsurface SrTiO layer, whereas for n = ∞ the charge on the surface oxygen exceeds that in either the linking O 2 layer or the first subsurface SrTiO layer. This indicates that the n = 3 to n = 6 structures, and to a lesser extent the n = 2 structure, successfully minimize the charge at the surface, whereas the unstable n = ∞ structure does not.
Can we start to predict oxide surface structures? We believe the answer is that we can. Obviously the thermodynamic structures will in almost all cases (particularly under oxidizing conditions) be valence compensated, but this is not enough; they will have polyhedral coordination chemistry similar to that of the bulk, with metrics such as bond-valence sums equally useful. The way to understand oxide surfaces is not to look out towards the vacuum, but to look in towards the bulk. Homologous series are well known in bulk oxides, and if the STM images were high-resolution electron microscopy images of a bulk oxide the fact that they show intergrowths would be relatively unremarkable; the fact that this is occurring in a single monolayer is however remarkable, being the first example of this important concept for bulk oxides occurring at a surface. We believe that a century of inorganic chemistry can guide us to predict oxide surface structures.
Methods
Diffraction analysis. Starting with a (110)-oriented SrTiO 3 single-crystal wafer, samples were prepared by standard solid-state transmission electron microscopy sample preparation techniques: 3 mm disks were cut with a rotary cutter, mechanically polished to a thickness of about 120 µm and dimpled, then ion milled with Ar + ions in a Gatan precision ion-polishing system to produce electrontransparent samples. Samples were annealed in a tube furnace with flowing highpurity oxygen. Electron-diffraction patterns were obtained using a Hitachi UHV-9000 electron microscope at Northwestern University. A series of exposures was taken covering the entire dynamic range 18 , then digitized to eight bits with a 25 µm pixel size using an Optronics P-1000 microdensitometer, and intensities extracted using a cross-correlation technique 19 . The intensities were averaged using a p2mm Patterson plane group symmetry, yielding 36 independent reflections. Under the exposure conditions used, the intensity readout from the microdensitometer was proportional to the true intensities of the diffraction spots. Beam damage was checked by comparing early exposures with exposures under identical conditions taken later on, and, as expected for strontium titanate, found to be negligible. As a glide plane was incommensurate with the bulk termination, only p11m, p1m1 or p2mm plane group symmetries were possible. Direct methods (see refs 14, 15 and references therein) were used for all possible plane groups to obtain plausible solutions. Final structure refinement was carried out on the basis of both R 2 and χ 2 , with the best results found in plane group p1m1 with R = 0.07066 and χ 2 = 2.64.
DFT calculations. DFT calculations were carried out using the Wien2k code 16 , with, for improved accuracy, PBE0 and TPSSh on-site functionals as described elsewhere, with errors estimated from the differences between the functionals 20 . An RKmax parameter of 6.12 was used with RMTs of 2.36, 1.72 and 1.54 for strontium, titanium and oxygen, respectively. Calculations were carried out using five bulk SrTiO 4+ layers separated by four bulk O 2 4− layers, with a Ti (n+2)/n O (3n+4)/n 2− surface on either side. This was found to be thick enough, as the innermost SrTiO 4+ layer was only minimally distorted. STM images were simulated using a modified Tersoff-Hamann approximation 21 , considering electrons from the Fermi energy (E f ) to 1.0 eV above the conduction band edge.
